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Setup of a resilient FTS3 service at GridKa
The FTS service provides a transfer job scheduler to distribute and replicate waste amounts of data over the
heterogeneous WLCG infrastructures. The most recent version FTS3 simplifies and improves the flexibility
compared to the channelmodel of the previous incarnationswhile reducing the load to the service components.
The improvements allow to handle a higher number of transfers with a single FTS3 setup. Covering now
continent-wide transfers compared to the previous version handling only transfers related to specific clouds,
a resilient system becomes even more necessary with the increased number of depending users.

Having set up a FTS3 services at the German T1 site GridKa at KIT in Karlsruhe, we present our experiences
on the preparations for a high-availability FTS3 service. Trying to avoid single points of failure, we rely on
a database cluster as fault tolerant data back-end and the FTS3 service deployed on an own cluster setup
to provide a resilient infrastructure for the users. With the database cluster providing a basic resilience for
the data back-end, we ensure on the FTS3 service level a consistent and reliable database access through a
proxy solution. On each FTS3 node a HAproxy instance is monitoring the health of each database node and
distributes database queries over the whole cluster for load balancing during normal operations; in case of a
broken database node, the proxy excludes it transparently to the local FTS3 service. The FTS3 service itself
consists of a main and a backup instance, which takes over the identity of the main instance, i.e., IP, in case
of an error using a CTDB infrastructure offering clients a consistent service.
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